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A computerized maintenance management system (ATL-CMMS) helps organizations plan, track, measure, and optimize everything 

to do with maintenance on a digital platform. 

ATL-CMMS can help facilities organize and manage preventive maintenance tasks, inventory, safety, and more.



Variant
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Pharmaceutical Asset management

PM-CAL-Breakdown-Inventory-

Movement

Manufacturing Asset Management

Digital Asset Lifecycle management , 

Tracking & Check in –Checkout history 

with maintenance details and 

consumable details 

IT Asset Management

Fix Assets Lifecycle management , 

Tracking & Check in –Checkout history 

with maintenance details and 

consumable details 
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Features of CMMSv1.0.0

Checkpoint templates for frequent maintenance jobs

You can create reusable task templates to create work orders

for frequently occurring jobs. For example a monthly HVAC

check, a quarterly GUAGE inspection and so on

Map employee group responsible for task

ATL-CMMS have facility to assign work responsibility

to various employee group.

Add unlimited equipment and instruments

No Limitation on equipments and instruments for 

Maintenance & Calibration.

Create asset hierarchy with sub asset group

Create master equipment and sub instrument relations. Grouping all 

assets by sub asset group , department, location ,plant, area wise 

for easy analysis.

Create multiple maintenance schedule per asset

Create multiple schedule per assets. Like one asset 

(equipment) can have preventive maintenance 

schedule on monthly and half yearly basis with 

different check points. Same equipment can have 

cleaning schedule quartile also.



Configurable Schedule 
maintenance  frequency

Create task / work orders as 
needed (e.g. for unplanned 

maintenance).

Schedule maintenance by 

event

Schedule maintenance 

by time (e.g. every week, 

every 21st of the month, 

etc.).
Schedule 

maintenance due 

to a change 

readings or 

because of an 

alarm condition.



Features of CMMSv1.0.0

If you have many maintenance technicians and they move around a lot it

can be quite difficult to keep them appraised of open work orders as they

come in. ATL-CMMS can do a daily generation of work orders email them

out to the technicians. ATL-CMMS software even allow technicians to

update work orders by themselves.

ATL-CMMS allows to create process flow for technicians so they get the

work orders and alerts of due dates of maintenance automatically.

Easy ways to send work orders to maintenance technicians

It is easy to miss some work orders when you generate many work

orders every day. They may not get done because a higher priority job

came up. Or they are delayed because parts are not in stock or

technicians with the required skills were not available. ATL-CMMS

software will allow you to track such work backlog and the work orders

that form part of this backlog. You may even be able to send reminders

when the work orders are overdue by a specified number of days.

Ability to track pending/ past due work orders (Backlog)

CMMS software allow you to associate parts & 

supplies with work orders and track usage as they 

are consumed. They may also offer support to 

create and manage purchase orders/ purchase 

requests.

Track usage of spares & consumables

Maintenance being a fairly important function is

something management does like to keep track of.

There are a variety of maintenance statistics you can

which are meaningful to non maintenance personnel

management also. Important statistics that can be

shared are items like work order backlog hours,

number of pending work orders, machine downtime,

breakdown vs. planned/ preventive maintenance and

so .

Management Dashboard



ATL-Documenter USP

Inbuilt Preview-Review-Approval system

Checker-Maker System,

Totally configurable workflow for breakdown,& BMS

Be it Raw data or calibration certificate, all the 

maintenance related documents can be uploaded 

and archived in centrally.

Centralize Documentation

Facility of reconciliation of every printed documents 

help industry to achieve standard USFDA goals

Reconciliation of Printed Documents

Its an extension of ATL-CMMS where you can

maintain the E-logbook of equipments & Instruments

E-logbook

Configurable Workflow
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